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physical properties. If the properties are not described with suffcient

accuracy and completeness to permit systematic classification, the name

serves no useful purpose whatsoever.
Furthermore, in the descriptibn of new minerals, authors should

demonstrate the crystallographic and chemical relationships of any. new

species to other minerals. Adherence to this practice will not only aid

in the recognition of the particular mineral species when discovered a,t

another locality with isomorphic variants, but will aid in the formulation

of more significant geological and geochemical principles.

Unrecognizable, unidentifiable, or unknown mineral substances are

frequently encountered by skilled mineralogists and petrographers'

Thii fact does not reflect on the intelligence or capability of the mineral-

ogist or petrographer; he should frankly state that the mineral was not

identifiable by the methods employed or during the time available. Noth-

ing ii gained by adding another poorly defined term to the literature.

Prefixing of "micro" makes the situation worse rather than better.

well-authenticated mineral names beginning with "micro" already exist,

including microcline, microlite, and microsommite. The nomenclature of

mineralogy is sufficiently complex without unnecessary additions to the

"conspiracy in jargon."

UNIT CBLL AND SPACE GROUP OF PIRSSONITE

Howanr T. EvaNs, Jn.,
Section oJ Graphics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

C ambrid, ge, M as s achus etts.

The unit cell and space group of pirssonite have been determined

from a series of Buerger precession photographs taken from a broken

fragment obtained by crushing a crystal from searles Lake, california.

These crystals from the type locality were described by J. H' Prattl as

orthorhombic hemimorphic; his data are checked by the r-ray study'

The results of this study are tabulated below. Zero, first and second levels

were photographed normal to both the o and b axes. The patterns with

their characteristic extinctions provided an unequivocal determination

of the space group' Calibration of the camera with a qta'artz crystal indi-

cates that the values for the cell edges are accurate to 0.02 per cent.

They are calculated from the wavelength (CuK") recently reported by

Bragg in absolute Angstrom units.

Mineral: pirssonite, CaCOs' NarCO3' 2H2O.

Locality : Searles Lake, Calif ornia'

Crystal class : orthorhombic hemimorphic, Cz,: 2mtn-
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Cell dimensions:
a o : 1 1  . 3 2  A . U .
bo:20 '06
co:  6 .00

X-ray
Pratt

a : b : c
0. 5643 : 1 :0. 2991
0.5662:1 :0 .3019

Latticeandspacegroup:face-centercd,C|e.:pf,j2; gmoleculesCaCOg.NazCOs 2H2O
per cell.

Density : calculated, 2. 367 ; measure d (p r att), 2. 3 52.

This work was carried out as part of a program to complete crystallo-
graphic data for the 7th edition of Dana's system of Mineralogy. The
second volume of this work is now in preparation at the Department of
Mineralogy, Harvard university, under the direction of professor clif-
ford Frondel, who kindly loaned the material for these measurements.
Acknowledgments go to Professor A. von Hippel of the Laboratory for
Insulation research, Massachusetts rnstitute of rechnology, who pro-
vided the r-ray difiraction facilities.

NOTE ON SCHIRMERITE

Fnaxs E. WrcruaN,

Unioersity oJ Stockholm, Stockholm, Swed,en.

By making use of A. rrarcourt's well-known tablesl for the identifica-
tion of ore minerals by means of r-ray powd.er photograms the author
occasionally identified a mineral as schirmerile, pbAgaBiaSs. This was
unexpected as a spectro-chemical analysis had not shown any presence
of bismuth and only traces of silver and read. The agreement between the
d-values and the intensities from the table and from the r-ray pattern
was perfect. A closer inspection showed, however, that the d-values fit an
isometric structure with a cube length of 10.36 kx. AII the 27 lines, except
one (d: 2.82 kX) having an intensity of only 0.2, can be indexed accord_
ing to the criteria of the space-group r]-t4sm. So it must be concruded
that the specimen used by Harcourt was a member of the tetrahedrite
group. It may be pointed out that the specimen used by him was not
obtained from the original schirmerite locality.

1 Harcourt, G. Alan, Am. Mineral.,27,6g (lg4l).

_ 
The Annual Meeting of the Society for Experimental stress Analysis will be held at The

Rooseveli, Hotel, Pittsburgh, pennsylvania, on May 27,2g,29, 194g. Inquiries may be
addresqed to the society for Experimentar stress Anarysis, p. o. Box 16g, cambridge 39,
Massachusetts.


